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BRACELETS KB067BS Single Leather Band - Palm Tree $29.00 $36.00 1.00 N/A
Sit back, relax, and hide in the shade of 

the palm trees all summer long with the 
Single Printed Palm Tree band!

Size: 8.75"
Printed leather band.

Reverse side in seafoam is embossed with “Always take the 
scenic route.”

Silver iron collar pin closure.
Fits S-L wrists.

Lead and nickel tested.
This product is not intended for use by children 12 and 

under.

SEASONAL 7,262

NECKLACE 
CHARMS

KC018S KEEP-It North Star - Silver $16.00 $20.00 1.00 N/A

Let your heart be your North Star and 
you’ll never lose your way. This 

shimmery pavé charm is set in silver and 
symbolizes your personal true north. 

Designed to slip onto your KEEP-It Lock 
Necklace.

Fits on KEEP-It Lock Necklace
0.44" width x 0.67" height

Hand set pavé stone
Silver ionic plating

Lead and nickel tested
These products are not intended for children 12 and under

SEASONAL 2,798

NECKLACE 
CHARMS

KC021RG KEEP-It Pearl Drop - Rose Gold $13.00 $16.00 1.00 N/A

The world is your oyster, and there’s no 
better way to symbolize that belief than 

this luminous faux pearl charm. Set in 
rose gold with sparkling pavé accents, it’

s ready to slip onto your KEEP-It Lock 
Necklace to add even more meaning.

Fits on KEEP-It Lock Necklace
0.25" width x 0.47" height

Hand set pavé with faux pearl
Rose gold ionic plating
Lead and nickel tested

This product is not intended for use by children 12 and under

SEASONAL 2,632

BRACELETS KB069BS Double Leather Band - Black & White 
Cheetah $39.00 $49.00 1.00 N/A

Double the wild, double the fun! Show 
off your spots with the Black and White 

Cheetah double leather band.

Size: 16.5"
Cheetah printed leather band.

Iron collar pin closure.
Hardware in silver ionic plating.

Fits S-L wrists.
Lead and nickel tested.

This product is not intended for use by children 12 and 
under.

SEASONAL 2,306

NECKLACE 
CHARMS

KC020S KEEP-It JOY - Silver $13.00 $16.00 1.00 N/A

Make joy the focus of your story and add 
extra meaning to your KEEP-It Lock 

Necklace with this sparkling pavé 
charm.

Fits on KEEP-It Lock Necklace
0.24" width x 0.47" height

Hand set pavé stone
Silver ionic plating

Lead and nickel tested
This product is not intended for use by children 12 and under

SEASONAL 2,219
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BRACELETS KB061S Double Woven Band - Sand $34.00 $43.00 1.00 N/A

For all the threads that keep us 
together, this Double Woven band is a 
refined reminder of BFF bracelets and 

the ties that bind us close together. 
Playfully patterned on one side and 

classically solid on the other, it gives you 
two looks in one.

Size: 7.4" with .75" removable fold over extenders.
Embroidered woven polyester band.

Note charms fit on the solid woven band.
Hardware in silver ionic plating.

Includes 2 elastic stoppers to hold your charms in place.
Additional fold over clasp extenders sold separately.

Fits S-L wrists.
Lead and nickel tested.

This product is not intended for use by children 12 and 
under.

SEASONAL 1,897

FOCAL POINTS KF112RG Pink Summer Sunsets - Rose Gold $34.00 $43.00 1.00 N/A

Capture that magic moment when the 
sunset lights up the sky with this charm. 
Pavé accents and an ombré effect make 

the ultimate statement for summer.

1.25" width x 0.75" length.
Ombre glass stone.

Hand set pavé detail.
Rose gold ionic plating.

Fits on all mesh and leather bands.
Lead and nickel tested.

This product is not intended for use by children 12 and 
under.

SEASONAL 1,862

FOCAL POINTS KF120MM Constellation - Rose Gold $35.00 $44.00 1.00 N/A

Shoot for the stars and this charm will 
remind you that you’ll land among the 

heavens. It features mixed metals with a 
cluster of stars in radiant crystal accents 
that shimmer like diamonds in the sky.

1.39" width x 0.73" height
Hand set pavé accents

Rose gold ionic plating, with hematite, silver and gold 
detailing

Fits on all mesh and leather bands
Lead and nickel tested

This product is not intended for use by children 12 and under

SEASONAL 1,236

ACCENT CHARMS KA463RG LOVE Bar - Rose Gold $16.00 $20.00 1.00 N/A

Set with sparkling pavé in lustrous rose 
gold, this charms spells out what you’re 

all about—love—and helps you reflect on 
what’s most important every time you 

glance at it.

0.21" width x 0.47" height
Hand set pavé accents
Rose gold ionic plating

Fits on all mesh and leather bands Lead and nickel tested
This product is not intended for use by children 12 and under

SEASONAL 1,057

BRACELETS KB095MS Single Leather Band - Botanical $29.00 $36.00 1.00 N/A
Get those getaway vibes from flamingos 
and palm leaves and the ocean blue on 

the Botanical Single Leather Band.

Size: 8.75"
Printed leather band.

Reverse side in neon is embossed with “It’s 5 o’clock 
somewhere.”

Silver iron collar pin closure.
Fits S-L wrists.

Lead and nickel tested.
This product is not intended for use by children 12 and 

under.

SEASONAL 932
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ACCENT CHARMS KA460RS Star- Rose Gold $16.00 $20.00 1.00 N/A

Put a celestial spin on your stack with 
this rose gold charm, designed with 

twinkling crystals and calming howlite 
stones. Wear it to remind yourself to 

reach for the stars or to celebrate 
gratitude (and thank those lucky stars 

for all you have).

0.33" width x 0.47" height
Hand set pavé accents
Rose gold ionic plating

Fits on all mesh and leather bands
Lead and nickel tested

This product is not intended for use by children 12 and under

SEASONAL 914

SCARVES SC162BMT Pareo-Palm City $42.00 $52.00 0.80 N/A
The perfect addition to your wardrobe 

that gives you elevated style without the 
effort. 

Versatile scarf
Perfect pattern for traveling or lounging on the beach

Dimensions: 40" W x 64" L
Material: 100% Modal

Hot pink tassels on each corner

SEASONAL 865

ACCENT CHARMS KA461RG Moon - Rose Gold $16.00 $20.00 1.00 N/A

Remind yourself of the people you love 
to the moon and back. This sweet 

crescent is crafted in shimmery rose 
gold with sparkling crystals and 
calming, marble-hued howlite.

0.38" width x 0.47" height
Hand set pavé accents
Rose gold ionic plating

Fits on all mesh and leather bands
Lead and nickel tested

This product is not intended for use by children 12 and under

SEASONAL 584

BRACELETS KB140S Engravable Single Leather Band - 
Denim/Turquoise $24.00 $30.00 1.00 N/A

Get the summer blues with this 
reversible bracelet—it’s dark denim on 
one side and turquoise on the other. 

Add your favorite charms, or engrave it 
with a meaningful message.

Size: 8.9".
Dark denim and turquoise leather.

Hardware in silver ionic plating.
Fits up to 43 characters.

Due to nature of process and materials, engraving can only 
be executed on the Turquoise.

Fits S-L wrists.
Lead and nickel tested.

This product is not intended for use by children 12 and 
under.

SEASONAL 547

BRACELETS KB148S Single Leather Band - Metallic 
Navy/Embossed Gunmetal Star $29.00 $36.00 1.00 N/A

This bracelet was inspired by the night 
sky with a smooth metallic navy leather 

that reverses to a glittery, golden texture 
with embossed stars. Makes a twinkling 

backdrop for your favorite charms!

Size: 8.9"
Metallic navy and embossed gunmetal leather

Hardware in silver ionic plating
Fits S-L wrists

Lead and nickel tested
This product is not intended for use by children 12 and under

SEASONAL 445
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HANDBAGS BSNJ0006 Engravable Getaway - Palm City $94.99 $113.99 0.60 N/A
Have style, will travel. This weekender 

makes packing a cinch. Expands in a zip 
for spontaneous shopping.

Measurements: 14 1/4" Height (zipped) 19 1/4" Height 
(unzipped) x 15 1/2" Length x 8" Depth x 8" Strap Drop

Exterior: Woven fabric with vegan leather trim, front slit 
pocket, top zipper closure

Interior: Pocket with zip closure
Lining: Wipeable pink/white print lining

All engraving is complimentary and included in the listed 
price.

All personalized products are non-returnable. Learn more.
Orders with engravable items will add 1-2 business days to 

processing time.

SEASONAL 395

EARRINGS E507GGIFT Embroidered Flamingo Earrings $52.00 $62.00 1.00 N/A Give your look a tropical twist with these 
colorful and vivacious earrings.

Genuine leather
Hand embroidered pops of pink with handmade gradient 

tassels
Gold plated with a vintage finish

3” Length
Featherweight
Titanium posts

SEASONAL 364

POUCH KSG008MFL Pouch - Tropical Floral $39.00 $49.00 0.80 N/A Our floral-print pouch holds anything 
from your favorite bracelets to makeup.

Dimensions: 9" W x 6 ¾" H
Interior: Printed polyester lining in script, “You’re one of a 

kind.” in neon pink.
Exterior: Seasonal polyester floral print.

Hardware: Ionic plated silver.
Engravable leather tab in Saddle.

Personalized products like engraving are non-refundable.

SEASONAL 283

BRACELETS KB103BDS Engravable Beaded Bracelet - Silver $36.00 $45.00 1.00 N/A

Two of our favorite things: beads and 
engraving! Stay inspired with a phrase, 

motto, special date, or initials on the 
Beaded Engravable Bracelet.

Stretchy elastic bracelet.
Ionic silver and brass plating.

Genuine glass and pave set beads.
Fits M-L wrists.

Fits up to 11 characters.
Lead and nickel tested.

Please note this style does not allow for charms.
This product is not intended for use by children 12 and 

under.
Personalized products like engraving are non-refundable.

SEASONAL 283

BRACELETS KB144RG Animal Print Mesh Bracelet - Rose Gold $69.00 $79.00 1.00 N/A

Our newest mesh bracelet is the cat’s 
meow! Updated in a shimmery rose gold 
finish with a bold animal print, it makes 

a striking backdrop for your favorite 
charms and looks just as pretty when 

worn alone.

Size: 7.2" in length with 0.75" removable fold over extenders.
Animal print and rose gold stainless steel.

Includes 2 elastic stoppers to hold your charms in place.
Additional extenders sold separately. Fits S-L wrists.

Lead and nickel tested.
This product is not intended for use by children 12 and 

under.

SEASONAL 279
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HANDBAGS KBUSG0003 Tote - Anchor Print $74.00 $94.00 0.90 N/A
Stay grounded with our nautical print 

tote bag. Personalize the leather tab to 
make it uniquely yours.

Dimensions: 15" W x 13" H
Material: nylon

Exterior: seasonal anchor print that says “Stay Grounded.”
Interior: Pocket with zip closure and two slit pockets.

Lining: Printed in script, “Stay Grounded.”
Hardware: silver ionic plated.

Engravable leather tab in Saddle.
Personalized products like engraving are non-refundable.

SEASONAL 238

FOCAL POINTS KF118RG Fox - Rose Gold $30.00 $37.00 1.00 N/A

This rose gold fox is set with more than 
100 sparkly stones in made-for-fall hues. 
It’s the perfect reminder of everything 

autumn, and of just how clever and 
crafty you can be.

1.4" width x 0.6" height.
Hand set, custom cut glass and acrylic stone.

Cotton cord detailing in white. Rose gold ionic plated.
Fits on all mesh and leather bands.

Lead and nickel tested.
This product is not intended for use by children 12 and 

under.

SEASONAL 207

FOCAL POINTS KF111RG Palm Leaf - Rose Gold $25.00 $31.00 1.00 N/A

This statement-making charm 
combines beads, rose gold accents, and 
enamel to capture the carefree spirit of 

summer.

0.75" width x 0.5" length.
Enamel with hand set acrylic beads.

Rose gold ionic plating.
Fits on all mesh and leather bands.

Leather and nickel tested.
This product is not intended for use by children 12 and under

SEASONAL 195

HANDBAGS BSN0005 Engravable Getaway - Bright Multi Stripe $94.99 $113.99 0.60 N/A
Have style, will travel. This weekender 

makes packing a cinch. Expands in a zip 
for spontaneous shopping.

Overnight or weekender bag
Expands in a zip for all your carry on and travel necessities

Dimensions: 15.5" L x 8" W x 14.5" H (Zipped), 15.5 “ L x 8" W x 
19.25 ” H (Unzipped)

Material: Poly Twill- wipeable
Body: Poly Twill in Multi Stripe zips out to solid navy

Lining: New Pinstripe colorway navy/cream
Handle Length & Material: 26.75" faux leather Strap Length & 

Material: 44.25" faux leather
Hardware Materials: Gold

Interior details: Interior Zipper Pocket
Detachable shoulder strap

Comes with gold engravable tab, to match bag hardware
All engraving is complimentary and included in the listed 

price.
All personalized products are non-returnable. Learn more.
Orders with engravable items will add 1-2 business days to 

processing time.

SEASONAL 176

HANDBAGS HB257MPW The Aloha Tote $84.00 $105.00 0.90 N/A

This woven straw bag features an 
exclusive Stella & Dot custom pattern 

and is the perfect accessory for any 
getaway.

Dimensions: 14 ¾” H x 14 ½” L x 4 ½” W, 9" strap drop
Interior: Pineapple wedges in tropical green lining, gold 

hardware, slip pocket
SEASONAL 164
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BRACELETS KB133S Quilted Band- Mint $29.00 $36.00 1.00 N/A

Our popular quilted band, now in a fresh 
shade of mint green. Slide on your 
favorite charms for a story that’s all 

yours!

Size: 8.75"
Embossed mint green leather band.

Reversible side in gunmetal metallic and embossed with 
“Some bunny loves you.”

Silver iron collar pin closure.
Fits S-L wrists.

Lead and nickel tested.
This product is not intended for use by children 12 and 

under.

SEASONAL 140

ACCENT CHARMS KA438G Petal Flower - Pink $15.00 $19.00 1.00 N/A

The memory of fresh-cut summer 
flowers, captured in a gorgeous charm. 
With sparkly jeweled petals, it’s sure to 

dazzle.

0.25" width x 0.5" length
Cubic Zirconia crystals

Gold ionic plating
Fits on all mesh and leather bands

Lead and nickel tested
This product is not intended for use by children 12 and under

SEASONAL 109

ACCENT CHARMS KA405G Tacky Bow- Gold $12.00 $15.00 1.00 N/A
Put a bow on it! This shiny charm 

captures the fun of unwrapping all your 
presents.

Fits on all mesh and leather bands.
Gold plated finish.

Lead and nickel tested.
This product is not intended for use by children 12 and 

under.

SEASONAL 77

BRACELETS KB105BR Printed Single Leather Band- 
Woodgrain/Black $29.00 $36.00 1.00 N/A Go back to school with the Wood 

Printed Leather Band.

Size 8.9"
Wood printed leather band and black embossed with 

"Saved By The Bell"
Fits S-L wrists

Hardware in silver ionic plating
Lead and nickel tested

This product is not intended for use by children 12 and under

SEASONAL 71

ACCENT CHARMS KA453G Mistletoe - Rose Gold $10.99 $13.99 0.60 N/A

Hello, mistletoe! Honor this cheeky 
holiday tradition with our latest charm, 
featuring sparkling hand-set pavé and 
crystal accents in a gorgeous rose gold 

setting.

0.43" width x 0.47" height
Hand set pavé and crystal stone

Rose gold ionic plating
Fits on all mesh and leather bands

Lead and nickel tested
This product is not intended for use by children 12 and under

WARNING: This product may contain chemicals known to 
the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other 

reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.
P65Warnings.ca.gov

SEASONAL 63
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COLOR EVP0079 The Lip Wardrobe $189.00 $209.00 1.04 N/A

Give your makeup bag a major upgrade 
with a lip color for every day of the week 
and then some. Five signature shades of 
FOREVER Longwearing Liquid Lip Color 

and six shades of FLASH Power 
Plumping Lip Gloss will have you set for 

the season for every holiday party on 
your calendar. Makes the ultimate gift 
for the makeup afficionado. ($319 value)

Product Details:

FOREVER Longwear Liquid Lip Color

LONG-WEARING: Provides lasting color that won’t wear off 
as the day (or night) wears on thanks to a special long-wear 

polymer that adheres to the skin.

SKIN CARING: Protects and hydrates lips with our signature 
Magnolia oil, an antioxidant powerhouse.

STATEMENT SHADES: Available in five signature shades sure 
to make a stand-out statement to your overall look. FLASH 

Power Plumping Lip Gloss

VISIBLY PLUMPS & CONDITIONS: Vitamin E and Magnolia oil 
offer conditioning and youth-boosting benefits, plus mint 
melange and peptides offer a plumping tingling sensation 

which tell you it’s working.

CHOOSE YOUR NUDE: Six neutral shades flatter all skin 
tones and provide a sleek, semi-sheen finish. PERFECT 
FINISHING TOUCH: For anyone who wants beautifully 

polished, fuller looking lips. Wear it alone for the perfect 
nude or layered over your favorite lipstick for added 

dimension.

FLASH Power Plumping Lip Gloss

VISIBLY PLUMPS & CONDITIONS: Vitamin E and Magnolia oil 
offer conditioning and youth-boosting benefits, plus mint 
melange and peptides offer a plumping tingling sensation 

which tell you it’s working.

CHOOSE YOUR NUDE: Six neutral shades flatter all skin 
tones and provide a sleek, semi-sheen finish.

PERFECT FINISHING TOUCH: For anyone who wants 
beautifully polished, fuller looking lips. Wear it alone for the 
perfect nude or layered over your favorite lipstick for added 

dimension.

EVER ConsciousClick here for our Never Ever List

How To Use:

FOREVER Longwear Liquid Lip Color Make sure your lips are 
prepped, smoothed, clean and well-hydrated before 

applying. Use the felt tip to contour lips by tracing along the 
upper and lower lip line. Shade inside the lip line using the 
flat applicator surface. For best long wearing results, do not 

apply anything on top of the lip color.

FLASH Power Plumping Lip Gloss Apply using the applicator 
included in the package. One swipe for the top lip and one 

swipe for the bottom lip is all you need.

Nothing to hide:

FOREVER Longwear Liquid Lip Color

Ingredient Highlights

Antioxidant rich magnolia extract oil conditions lips and 
helps protect against the visible effects of environmental 

damage.

Long-wear polymers promote an even wash of color and 
help keep formula in place for all-day wear.

Nothing to hide: ISODODECANE, ETHYLHEXYL STEARATE, 
ISOEICOSANE, MICA, NYLON12, POLYETHYLENE, 

DISTEARDIMONIUM HECTORITE, MICROCRYSTALLINE WAX, 
SILICA, POLYMETHYLSILSESQUIOXANE, POLYSILICONE-11, 

MAGNOLIA OFFICINALIS BARKEXTRACT, PROPYLENE 
CARBONATE, TRIMETHYLSILOXYSILICATE, 

CAPRYLIC/CAPRICTRIGLYCERIDE, PERFLUOROOCTYL 
TRIETHOXYSILANE MAY CONTAIN: TITANIUM DIOXIDE, RED 

7 LAKE (CI 15850), IRON OXIDES (CI 77491, CI 77492, CI 
77499), RED 6 LAKE (CI 15850), RED 28 LAKE (CI 45410), 

BLUE 1 LAKE (CI 42090), YELLOW 5 LAKE (CI 19140)

FLASH Power Plumping Lip Gloss Ingredient Highlights

Antioxidant rich magnolia extract oil conditions while it 
helps protect against the visible signs of environmental 

damage.
Tripeptide-1 shows remarkable effects on anti-aging, 

wrinkle-smoothing and helps improve skin barrier function. 
– Vitamin E helps condition your lips to maintain soft 

youthful appearing skin.
Nothing to hide: HYDROGENATED POLYISOBUTENE, 

ETHYLENE/PROPYLENE/STYRENE COPOLYMER, 
OCTYLDODECYL STEAROYL STEARATE, ISODODECANE, 

CAPRYLIC/CAPRIC TRIGLYCERIDE, ETHYLHEXYL 
PALMITATE, 

ACRYLATES/POLYTRIMETHYLSILOXYMETHACRYLATE 
COPOLYMER, VANILLIN, VANILLA PLANIFOLIA FRUIT, 

MAGNOLIA OFFICINALIS BARK EXTRACT, MENTHA 
ARVENSIS (CORNMINT) LEAF OIL, MENTHA VIRIDIS 

(SPEARMINT) LEAF OIL, MENTHOL, METHYL NICOTINATE, 
MENTHONE GLYCERIN ACETAL, TOCOPHEROL, 

TOCOPHERYL ACETATE, TRIBEHENIN, PALMITOYL 
TRIPEPTIDE-1, BUTYLENE/ETHYLENE/STYRENE 

COPOLYMER, SORBITAN ISOSTEARATE, SORBITAN OLEATE, 
MICA, ETHYLHEXYLGLYCERIN, 

TRIETHOXYCAPRYLYLSILANE, PPG-20 METHYL GLUCOSE 
ETHER, PENTAERYTHRITYL TETRA-DI-T-BUTYL 

HYDROXYHYDROCINNAMATE, LACTIC ACID, 
PHENOXYETHANOL, LIMONENE, MAY CONTAIN: TITANIUM 
DIOXIDE (CI 77891), IRON OXIDES (CI 77491), CARMINE, RED 
27 LAKE (CI 45410), BLUE 1 LAKE (CI 42090), RED 33 LAKE (CI 

17200

SEASONAL 58

BRACELETS KB068RG Engravable Cuff - Rose Gold $22.99 $28.99 0.60 N/A

Make your own words really shine on 
the Engravable Cuff! Whether it’s your 
motto, personal initials, coordinates of 
your happy place or any other phrase 

you can think of, this bracelet is the 
perfect way to have your say.

Size: 2.51" at the fullest diameter.
Fits up to 18 characters.

Adjustable sizing.
Rose gold ionic plated stainless steel.

Fits S-L wrists.
Please note this style does not allow for charms.

Lead and nickel tested.
This product is not intended for use by children 12 and 

under.
Personalized products like engraving are non-refundable.

SEASONAL 26

SKINCARE EVT0009 Rose Quartz Face Roller $40.00 $55.00 1.04 N/A

Facial rolling is an ancient beauty ritual 
that sooths the skin through gentle 
massaging, leaving the skin with a 

radiant glow.

Product Details:

Give yourself a relaxing facial massage that leaves your skin 
more visibly radiant while reducing the appearance of 

puffiness and fine lines.

Why It’s Different:

The pressure and coolness from the natural rose quartz 
stone visibly reduces puffiness, fine lines and facial tension.

Use with your favorite serum for a soothing, even 
application.

Rose quartz is a natural crystal said to have calming 
properties and that encourage feelings of self-love.
EVER ConsciousClick here for our Never Ever List

How To Use:

Starting at the center of the face, glide the facial roller 
upward and outward in long and gentle strokes towards the 

hairline. Avoid rolling directly on the eye lid. For an extra 
cooling facial massage, place the facial roller in the 

refigerator before use. Always wipe clean with a damp cloth 
and dry after each use.

Ingredients:

Rose quartz stone, wooden handle

SEASONAL 15


